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Abstract—Turbulence and flow eccentricity can be measured
by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and may play an
important role in the pathogenesis of numerous cardiovas-
cular diseases. In the present study, we propose quantitative
techniques to assess turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and flow
eccentricity that could assist in the evaluation and treatment
of stenotic severities. These hemodynamic parameters were
studied in a pre-treated aortic coarctation (CoA) and after
several virtual interventions using computational fluid
dynamics (CFD), to demonstrate the effect of different
dilatation options on the flow field. Patient-specific geometry
and flow conditions were derived from MRI data. The
unsteady pulsatile flow was resolved by large eddy simulation
(LES) including non-Newtonian blood rheology. Results
showed an inverse asymptotic relationship between the total
amount of TKE and degree of dilatation of the stenosis,
where the pre-stenotic hypoplastic segment may limit the
possible improvement by treating the CoA alone. Spatiotem-
poral maps of TKE and flow eccentricity could be linked to
the characteristics of the post-stenotic jet, showing a versatile
response between the CoA dilatations. By including these
flow markers into a combined MRI-CFD intervention
framework, CoA therapy has not only the possibility to
produce predictions via simulation, but can also be validated
pre- and immediate post treatment, as well as during follow-
up studies.
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This erratum originates from a fault in the bound-
ary conditions of the computational models, resulting
in elevated flow conditions through the descending
aorta with respect to the measured patient-specific
data. This was not in line with the numerical setup
addressed in the paper. Hence, this matter was ad-
justed to the appropriate physiological state and each
case re-simulated accordingly. In spite of this revision
all conclusions of the paper are unaltered.

INTRODUCTION

Blood flow distal to abnormal morphologies such as
stenoses, aneurysms, abnormal aortic valves, unfa-
vorable branching, kinks, lesions and other irregular-
ities of the vessel wall is often dominated by eccentric
and turbulent hemodynamics. Turbulent flow results in
reduced blood transport efficiency as turbulent kinetic
energy (TKE) is drained from the energy in the main
flow.51 In contrast to well-structured laminar flows,
turbulent flow has been associated to a wide spectrum
of diseases e.g., post-stenotic dilatation and aneurysms
formation, progression of atherosclerosis, blood dam-
age, induced endothelial cell turnover and thrombus
formation.41 Also outflow jet eccentricity has been
associated with the aortic dilation and aneurysm for-
mation, e.g., patients with bicuspid aortic valve (BAV)
disease where significant flow displacement and jet-to-
wall impingement could be observed compared to the
general population.3,14,17,50

Coarctation of the aorta (CoA) is a congenital
cardiovascular malformation characterized by an iso-
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lated narrowing of the vessel lumen accompanied with
jet-like and turbulent flow characteristics, leading to
upper-body hypertension as a result of the increased
trans-stenotic pressure drop. Despite recent advance-
ment in intervention procedures, premature reduced
life expectancy is frequently observed and linked to
long-term cardiovascular complications. Late mor-
bidity of post-coarctectomy can be recoarctation (re-
CoA), aortic aneurysm formation or aortic dissection,
coexisting aortic valve abnormalities, endocarditis,
premature coronary atherosclerosis, cerebrovascular
diseases and persistent systemic hypertension at rest
and exercise,9,52,56 even without stents or mild
reCoA.21 The mechanisms behind these cardiovascular
events are not fully understood yet, but are believed to
partly stem from altered abnormal hemodynamic fea-
tures triggered by a non-optimal aortic morphol-
ogy,41,44 and/or persistent and continued biomechan-
ical degradation of the arterial wall.21,38,43

Today, aortic coarctations are corrected by surgical
treatment or by catheter interventions,47 where the main
objective is to efficiently restore systemic blood flow and
minimize the trans-coarctation pressure gradient.
However, in spite of satisfactory repairs, recovering the
pressure gradient to an acceptable limit, late complica-
tions are not uncommon. To address these problematic
events, research have turned to computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) to simulate the outcome of different
CoA interventions,10–12,29–31,38 where pressure drop and
wall shear stress (WSS) are some of the evaluated
parameters. However, a downside with most of these
flow descriptors is that they can only be acquired with
reasonable accuracy by invasive methods or via CFD.

Non-invasive hemodynamic assessment in CoAs has
for long been limited to the estimation of the peak
velocity in the jet, which sometimes is used clinically to
estimate the pressure drop using the simplified Ber-
noulli equation. But recently, turbulent kinetic energy
and flow eccentricity, obtained non-invasively using
4D flow MRI,24,36 have been introduced as hemody-
namic markers.16,25,50,60 MRI-based TKE levels have
showed to be closely linked to pressure loss in stenotic
flows,5,15 and to be in good agreement with scale-re-
solving CFD simulations.2,32 Furthermore, elevated
turbulence has shown to induce abnormal WSS18,19,33

and increase local flow strain-rates significantly.18 Also
eccentric flows have been related to increased growth
rate of aortic dilations,25 elevated and complex WSS
patterns at the vicinity of jet-impingement,3,17,55 favor
turbulence production 28,53 and produce large zones of
vortex formation and flow recirculation, regions
known to promote platelet thrombus formation.26

While non-invasive assessment of TKE and eccen-
tric flow has led to several interesting findings, they
have not been used extensively in CFD studies of

CoAs. In a study by Lantz et al.,32 CFD was used to
review the turbulence distal to a CoA before and after
catheter intervention, revealing a substantial decrease
in peak and volume integrated TKE as a result of the
intervention. However, the same study also showed a
noticeable amount of residual turbulence post treat-
ment, suggesting that the CoA morphology was not
restored sufficiently and that turbulence quantification
could act as a marker to assess this severity. More
research is necessary to understand the role of these
markers in the development and treatment of CoAs.

In this work, we propose novel quantitative tech-
niques to assess turbulent kinetic energy and flow
eccentricity, which may offer additional information
for improving the long-term outcome of CoA therapy.
These parameters were studied using CFD in a patient-
specific CoA-model before treatment and after a range
of virtual interventions, with the objective to investi-
gate the effect of different dilatation options on the
flow field. As both TKE and flow eccentricity can be
measured non-invasively by MRI and computed by
CFD, an integrated intervention framework can not
only be used to produce predictions via simulation, but
also to validate the CoA severity pre- and immediate
post treatment, as well as during follow-up studies.

METHOD

The pre-treated computational model (Baseline) was
derived from MRI data (Fig. 1) and consists of the
ascending aorta (AAo), brachiocephalic artery (BCA),
left common carotid artery (LCCA), hypoplastic aortic
arc (Kink), coarctation of the aorta (CoA), descending
aorta (DAo) and parts of the thoracic aorta (TAo).
This section provides a general overview of the meth-
od; more details are given in the supplementary
material (Online Resource 1).

AAo

BCA

Kink

LCA

CoA

TAo

DAo

(a) (b)

FIGURE 1. (a) Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP) image of
the MRI data with imposed segmented geometry (red). (b)
Computational mesh.
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MRI Acquisition and Segmentation

TheMRImeasurementswere performed on a 63-year
old female with a reCoA. Proper consent and approval
were acquired from the patient and local ethics com-
mittee. The central blood vessels were imaged by a
contrast-enhancedMRangiography, and reconstructed
to spatial resolution of 0.88 9 0.88 9 4 mm3. Supra-
coronary flowwas obtained fromunidirectional velocity
dataset using 2D through-plane PC-MRI, reconstructed
to 40 time-frames per cardiac cycle with an in-plane
spatial resolution of 1.56 9 1.56 mm2. Both the angio-
gram and flow measurements were obtained within an
expiration breath-hold. All image analysis was per-
formed by the freely available software Segment23 (
http://segment.heiberg.se). The geometry was obtained
through a 3D level set segmentation technique, provid-
ing a stereolithography representation of the lumen
boundary (Fig. 1a). The degree of stenosis was 65%
based on the cross-sectional area.

Intervention Simulation

Prior to the virtual intervention the pre-treated CoA
revealed a strong jet exiting the throat of the stenosis,
promoting both severe turbulent as well as eccentric
flow conditions distally. With these observations in
hand, six virtual interventions were proposed, each
dilated to a different degree in order to make the
coarctations less eccentric with respect to the nearby
morphology. The dilation simulations of the CoA were
simulated using ANSYS Mechanical 14.0 over an
isolated segment (Fig. 2). The segmented surface was
meshed using shell elements with uniform wall thick-
ness and linear elastic wall properties. To enhance the
flexibility of the virtual dilatation, the model was di-
vided into several sub-sections where internal pressure
profiles and supports could be tuned in order obtain

the desirable load conditions, for details see Online
Resource. The post-treated cases are categorized from
smallest (Case 1) to the largest stenotic cross-sectional
area increase (Case 6), also denoted as C1–C6 (Fig. 2).
To assess a more standard way of performing an
angioplasty two concentric dilations was acquired (C3
and C6), which were more isotropically deformed
around the circumference. In relation to the pre-trea-
ted coarctation (BL), three stages of eccentric inner
curvature dilatation (C2, C4 and C5) and one case of
outer curvature dilation (C1) were simulated, all with
the potential to restoring the flow differently.

Flow Model

For transitional and turbulent blood flow different
numerical methods can be adopted in order to model
and/or resolve the wide ranges of flow structures.6 The
overall poor performance of Reynolds Average Na-
vier–Stokes (RANS) based models and the inapplica-
bility of using Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)
schemes for realistic high Reynolds number vascular
flows are well accepted.32,39,48,49,59 In between DNS
and RANS modeling, Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
on the other hand only resolves the largest energy-
containing scales whereas the remaining unresolved
part of the flow is handled by a subgrid-scale (SGS)
model. LES have been performed in a number of ide-
alized stenotic flow studies,19,39,45 showing excellent
agreement with experimental data. More recently, LES
have also been employed for investigating the WSS
and low-density lipoproteins interaction with local
flow disturbances in a subject-specific aorta.33,34 In this
study blood flow was resolved by LES using the wall-
adapted local eddy viscosity (WALE) SGS model.34,42

In pulsatile turbulent flow the non-linearity of blood
rheology can have impact on flow characteristics and
TKE predictions.37,40 For this study the fluid was

∆A=108%∆A=86%∆A=53%∆A=45%∆A=30%∆A=17%

Case 1 Case 6Case 5Case 4Case 3Case 2(a)

(b)

Disp [mm]
3
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1

FIGURE 2. Segments of the post-intervention configurations showing the deformation with respect to the pre-treated topology,
also indicated to the left. (a) Deformation wireframe with color-coded displacement. (b) The degree of dilatation, categorized from
the smallest (Case 1) to the largest (Case 6) stenotic cross-sectional area.
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assumed to be non-Newtonian, modelled by the four-
parameter Carreau model6 and fitted against in vitro
data from Cho and Kensey.8

The numerical simulation was performed in ANSYS
CFX 15.0. Patient-specific volumetric flow rates were
assigned at the AAo, corresponding to a cardiac output
of 5 l min�1. The outflow distribution through the BCA
and the LCCA were determined by a square law gov-
erned by the flow and diameter relation of the AAo and
the first branching vessels.61 The vessel wall was
assumed to be rigid with an applied non-slip condition.
A zero static pressure boundary condition was assigned
to the outlet of the TAo. After intervention a worst case
scenario of maintained flow rate was assumed.

The hexahedral meshes (Fig. 1b) were constructed
in ANSYS ICEM CFD 14.0, and resulted in 3 million
cells (MC). The non-dimensional wall distance y-plus
was below unity and a low cell growth rate was used to
ensure that the near-wall boundary layer was well re-
solved. As the SGS model explicitly is a function of the
mesh, there is no conventional way of validating mesh-
independency. In this work proper LES grid resolution
was checked by two-point correlations in several
streamwise and radial directions downstream the
coarctation during steady peak flow conditions. Re-
sults showed that on average 8 mesh cells was used to
resolve the largest flow structures, which can be con-
sidered to be sufficient.13 To assess the sensitivity to
grid refinement, an additional 2.5 MC were added to
the turbulent regions. The volume integrated TKE
showed only a minor root-mean-square deviation
(RMSD) over the cardiac cycle (RMSD = 0.1 mJ) and
the total TKE difference was 3% compared to the 3
MC mesh, indicating an acceptable mesh resolution,
for more details see Online Resource.

In this work an adaptive timestep approach was used
and bounded by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL)
number, to reduce the computational cost. In all simu-
lations the maximum CFL number was limited to 5,
corresponding to a timestep size in the order of 160 ls at
peak flow and an average CFL number of 0.3–0.5 which
is within the recommend interval to limit artificial tur-
bulence damping.1 Results from a temporal sensitivity
analysis showed very small discrepancy between this
approach and two more restrict timestep criterias, but
with a threefold decrease of the computing cost.

The spatial and temporal discretizations were per-
formed with second-order central difference and
backward Euler scheme. All computations were con-
verged to a root-mean-square residual target of 10�5.
Simulations were run on the high performance cluster
Triolith at the National Supercomputer Centre (NSC),
Linköping, Sweden. On average 4.5 wallclock hours
(650 CPU hours) per cardiac cycle was required per
case, using 160 cores.

Post-processing

By applying the Reynolds decomposition on the raw
velocity signal, the velocity fluctuations can be distin-
guished from the mean velocity components ( u, v and
w), described by the RMS difference between the
instantaneous and mean velocity54:

u0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1

N

X

N

i¼1

ui � uð Þ2
v

u

u

t ð1Þ

where N is the number of samples. In a pulsatile da-
taset, N would correspond to the number of available
cardiac cycles, thus Eq. (1) represents a phase averaged
quantity. The specific TKE (i.e., energy per given vol-
ume) is defined as the kinetic energy of the fluctuating
velocity components according to:

TKE ¼ 1

2
q u02 þ v02 þ w02� �

ð2Þ

where q is the density and u¢, v¢ and w¢ are the fluctu-
ating velocity components. Similarly, the specific ki-
netic energy (KE) of the mean velocity components is
defined as:

KE ¼ 1

2
q u2 þ v2 þ w2
� �

ð3Þ

To show the volumetric TKE variation over the
cardiac cycle, the specific TKE was integrated in 3D
space. To evaluate the total amount of TKE over the
entire cardiac cycle, both spatial and temporal inte-
gration were performed. In this work a minimum of 20
cardiac cycles was used to guarantee sufficient turbu-
lence statistics (see Online Resource), excluding the
initial cycle. Velocity data was collected every 0.01 s.

In-plane flow eccentricity was quantified similarly to
previous work assessing BAV flow jets,50 where the
Euclidean distance between the geometrical center of
the vessel and the center of velocity was used. In this
work flow eccentricity was based on the displacement
between the center of kinetic energy (CKE) and the
lumen centroid. At a given cross-sectional plane the
CKE is defined as:

CKE ¼ 1=n
Pn

i¼0 riKEi

1=n
Pn

i¼0 KEi
ð4Þ

where n is the total number in-plane pixels and r the
pixel position. The numerator calculates the KE
weighted average lumen pixel position, normalized by
the mean KE (denominator).

The spatiotemporal distribution of both TKE and
flow eccentricity were computed at streamwise loca-
tions over the cardiac cycle. Both parameters were
assessed in cross-sectional planes normal to the cen-
terline with an incremental distance of 2 mm.
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RESULTS

The trans-coarctation pressure gradient versus cen-
terline position (Fig. 14 in Online Resource) revealed a
maximum instantaneous drop in the order of
11 mmHg before treatment, which is below the limit
regarded as a significant CoA (>20 mmHg)4 but still a
residual gradient that motivates further attention. As a
result of the interventions, the pressure loss was re-
duced substantially for all cases.

The volumetric rendering of peak TKE at early
systolic flow deceleration (Fig. 3) displayed distinct
laminar-to-turbulence transition in the proximal part
of the LCCA and kinking of the arc, independent of
the distal morphology changes. As the flow exit the
stenosis different turbulence levels could be noticed as
a result of the interventions, in general indicating a
more concentric and narrower extension of the most
energetic part of the TKE field compared to baseline.

The integrated TKE over the post-stenotic volume
(Fig. 4a) showed similar onset of turbulence (peak
systole) and maximum intensity (beginning of flow
deceleration), in line with previous knowledge that
acceleration tends to stabilize the flow, while deceler-
ation allows for transition to turbulence.46 Pre-inter-
vention, a steep decaying gradient was observed as
flow started to decelerate further. Post-intervention,
the TKE-peak dropped followed by a slower decay
throughout the systolic deceleration as a result of
increased dilatation. At early-diastole, the loss of flow
momentum rapidly reduced most of the prevailing
turbulent flow among the cases. The total amount of
TKE revealed an inverse relationship against the
change in smallest cross-sectional area of the stenosis
(Fig. 4b), where C6 showed more than a twofold
reduction compared to baseline. However, most of this
turbulence reduction occurred within the first 30% of
stenotic dilatation (baseline to C2), where after the

Case 1

Case 6Case 5Case 4

3esaC2esaCBaseline

Kink
CoA

DAo

TAo

75

50

25

100

0

TKE [Pa]

FIGURE 3. Volumetric rendering of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), shown at corresponding maximum intensity in the early
deceleration phase (Fig. 4a). In all cases, turbulence initiates at the Kink of the aortic arch and intensifies distal to the CoA. As a
result of the interventions (Case 1–6) the flow will develop differently, where the most energetic part of the TKE overall show a more
concentric and less distributed field compared to pre-treatment (Baseline). Note, for visualization purposes the colormap was
thresholded at 100 Pa. A time-resolved animation of the TKE for Baseline and Case 5 is given in Online Resource 2.
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total TKE showed a more asymptotic behavior in
response to further CoA enlargement. Additionally, a
linear relationship was found between the reductions
of peak volume integrated TKE and the reduced level
of total TKE (Fig. 5).

The spatiotemporal distribution of TKE pre-inter-
vention (BL) revealed broad intensities distal the CoA,
with the most elevated energy levels seen in the
immediate post-stenotic region during the initial part
of flow decceleration, extending to the DAo (Fig. 6).
After intervention, an overall TKE reduction could be
observed, in line with Fig. 4, where outer curvature
dilatation (C1) have a tendency to maintain the spatial
stretch further into the deceleration phase compared to
inner curvature dilatations (C2, C4–C5) where turbu-
lence appeared to dissipate faster. For the intermediate
intervention (C3) a mix of the above mentioned fea-
tures could be depicted. The most dilated intervention
(C6) showed the least amount of TKE intensity. In the
vicinity of the CoA, indications of relaminarization
could be seen as a mild TKE drop, which was less
pronounced as the degree of dilatation of the stenosis
was increased.

The velocity magnitude at the center plane of the
vessel showed a clear jet formation at the throat of the
stenosis that partly rolled-up to secondary flow fea-
tures, before colliding with the outer curvature wall at
different intensities (Fig. 7). For the four least dilated
interventions (C1–C4), the corresponding jet direction
and velocity intensity suggested continuous wall
impingement. For C5, a more concentric and less
energetic jet trajectory could be observed, resulting in a
less severe wall impingement. For C6 on the other

hand, the jet was directed more towards the outer wall,
but despite this unfavorable direction most of the jet
intensity was lost just before the wall. In fact, a
somewhat similar jet direction could be seen between
C4 and C6, but the stronger jet formation through the
former CoA induced higher velocities at the opposing
wall. From the detachment point of the jet to the distal
segments, large zones of low intensity flows could be
noticed in conjunction to more asymmetric flow con-
ditions, which was less pronounced in C5 and C6.

Before intervention the flow eccentricity map
showed an early onset of flow displacement just distal
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FIGURE 4. (a) Volume integrated turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) over the most pronounced turbulent region (highlighted in black
in the vessel). Data were normalized with the pre-treated (Baseline) peak value. For comparison the input flow rate was included as
a grey background. Notice that the transition to turbulence initiates at peak systole and that maximum TKE occurs during flow
deceleration. (b) Total amount of TKE versus the degree of smallest stenotic cross-sectional area increase. Notice that the total
TKE tends to level out in response to further dilatation of the coarctation. The total TKE was computed by temporal integration of
the volume integrated TKE and thereafter normalized with Baseline.
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FIGURE 5. The change in peak volume integrated turbulent
kinetic energy (TKE) (x-axis) plotted against the change in
total amount of TKE (y-axis). That is, the reduction of instan-
taneous peak values at early flow deceleration versus the
overall reduction integrated over the entire cardiac cycle, see
Figs. 4a and 4b respectively. A linear regression was per-
formed, with corresponding statistics. For legend, see Fig. 4b.
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to the CoA, stretching beyond the DAo during the
deceleration phase before returning to the center of the
lumen at the end of systole (Fig. 8, BL). Post-inter-
vention, a general reduction of flow eccentricity could
be observed among the cases, where C4–C6 showed the
most concentric flow conditions in the jet dominant
region (to the halfway point of the DAo). For the inner
curvature dilated CoAs (C2, C4–C5) this jet eccen-
tricity was gradually reduced during flow acceleration,
which later tended to enhance the flow displacement
further downstream as the jet maintained more of its
momentum compared to baseline (specifily noted in C2
vs. C4, see also Fig. 7). Between C1 and C3 a similar
response could be depicted, but in contrast to the
former cases the eccentricity of the jet were retained
during a longer part of deceleration phase, lacking the
distal enhancement. At peak systole, the centroid of
flow eccentricity was predominately displaced towards
the outer wall in all cases with the exception of C5 and

C6, where an overall alignment with the geometrical
centerline could be observed (Fig. 9).

DISCUSSION

This study applied large eddy simulation to quantify
the change in turbulent kinetic energy and flow
eccentricity in a pre-treated coarctation and in a
number of virtual follow-up intervention scenarios.
Results showed an inverse asymptotic relationship
between the total amount of TKE and degree of
dilatation of the coarctation, where pre-stenotic
geometry may limit the possible improvement by
treating the CoA alone. Spatiotemporal maps of TKE
and flow eccentricity could be coupled to the charac-
teristics of the jet, suggesting that concentric dilatation
of the CoA may not always be the ideal choice to re-
store normal flow conditions.
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FIGURE 6. Spatiotemporal map of cross-sectional area integrated turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). Data was assessed at planes
normal to the centerline with an incremental distance of 2 mm, corresponding to 98 3 75 (slices 3 timesteps) data points. All cases
were normalized with the Baseline (BL) peak values. X-axis labels are MA: maximum acceleration, PS: peak systole, MD: maximum
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(indicated in the lower right subplot), and are: Kink (the elbow of the aortic arch), CoA (coarctation of the aorta), DAo (descending
aorta) and TAo (thoracic aorta).
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The volume integrated TKE showed similar char-
acteristics as previously reported studies comparing
CFD and MRI-derived TKE.32 In the work by Lantz
et al.,32 the volume integrated TKE was computed
before and after intervention, showing peak intensities
at early flow deceleration followed by a much steeper
TKE decay for the pre-treated model. These findings
are in line with the observations in this work and can
also be confirmed in a recent experimental study of
stenotic carotid models using particle image
velocimetry.28

To account for the total amount TKE over the
cardiac cycle, the volumetric integrated TKE was also
integrated over time. Results showed an asymptotic
relationship between the total TKE and stenosis area,
revealing a less pronounced TKE reduction with
increased dilatation. The asymptotic behavior can be
explained by the upstream turbulence, initiated at the
gothic shaped aortic arc, which is not fully relami-
narized at the throat of the CoA. In fact, as the stenosis
is further dilated, turbulent flow may remain from the
upstream region and consequently contribute to the
TKE levels in the post-stenotic region. Thus, only a

certain amount of TKE reduction can be achieved by
treating this coarctation alone. A turbulence response
curve (such as Fig. 4b) could be used to e.g., determine
to which extent the coarctation could be dilated in
order to reach a certain satisfactory limit. Further-
more, the asymptotic level may also be used to indicate
the significance of any upstream geometry composition
effects on turbulence production, hence motivating a
more comprehensive intervention procedure.

The strong relationship found between the changes
in maximum volume integrated TKE and change in
total TKE indicates that the overall reduction of TKE
may be quantified by the peak value alone. Besides the
benefit of handling a smaller amount of data clinically,
excluding the time integration also reduced the accu-
mulation of noise at the low turbulent intensity ranges
and analysis time. Furthermore, as noted in Lantz
et al.,32 a steady LES captured peak integrated TKE
very well when compared to a pulsatile LES at the
same flow rate. Additionally, it has also been argued
that the possible error induced by the SGS model
would be less pronounced at peak flow conditions due
to the more developed turbulence field.35 By only
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FIGURE 7. Velocity magnitude displayed on a cut-plane at the center of the vessels at (a) peak systole and (b) early systolic flow
deceleration. For Baseline and in a majority of the interventions (Case 1–4) the jet direction and intensity indicates substantial wall
impingement. For Case 5 and 6, a more concentric and weaker jet can be seen, with reduced velocity intensity at the opposite wall.
Also notice the large regions of low intensity flow as results of the different jet trajectories. A time-resolved animation of the center-
plane velocity magnitude is given in Online Resource 3.
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simulating steady LES the computational cost could be
reduced substantially compared to a pulsatile counter-
part, where as much as 20 cardiac cycles have been
proven necessary to obtain sufficient phase average
results (see Online Resource). In a combined frame-
work, accuracy and speed should be enhanced in order
to approach clinical practice.

The spatiotemporal TKE maps could be linked to
the observations in the eccentricity map, where the
timing and strength of the post-stenotic jet shows to
play a major role in the spread and intensity of tur-
bulence. For this patient, outer curvature dilatation of
the CoA seems to preserve the jet flow displacement
longer into the cardiac phase, which also is reflected on
the turbulence, whereas the inner curvature interven-
tions tends to promote an overall more concentric jet
(e.g., C3 vs. C4) that extends the turbulence further
downstream. However, despite a favorable jet direc-
tion enough momentum can cause the jet to impinge
on the opposite wall to a significant amount (e.g., in
C4). If the distance to the wall, however, is large en-
ough and the momentum of the jet is weaker, most of
the jet will be broken down before the wall (e.g., in C5–
C6). These findings are consistent with previous work
by Lantz et al.,32 where a qualitative assessment of the
jet direction pre and post CoA treatment indicated that
a more concentric flow conditions enhance the distal
transport of turbulence more efficiently, in spite of a
substantially weaker jet and reduced amount of total
TKE. In rabbits with CoA, unfavorable jet directions
have shown elevated shear forces at the impingement
zone of the wall, causing endothelial dysfunction and
reduced smooth muscle contractility.38 In all cases
severe post-stenotic dilation could be depicted. In the
clinical study by Reijer et al.,14 a significant correlation
could be found between aortic dilation and BAV jet
angle, suggesting that flow eccentricity has an impor-
tant role in vascular remodeling. Eccentric flow con-
ditions are also inherently accompanied with larger
regions of low velocity intensity; regions which have
been associated to plaque formation and thromboge-
nesis.22,26,27,58

In general, there are assumptions and limitations
associated with patient-specific CFD simulations that
may affect the results. This patient suffered from
arterial hypertension, which has been associated to
arterial stiffening.21,41 However, it is important to
emphasize that the purpose of this study was to com-
pare the overall flow characteristics between different
intervention outcomes rather than aiming for absolute
values. The rigid wall assumption may alter the flow
field compared to a compliant model simulation, which

could contribute to additional turbulence dissipation.
Opposed to an inlet velocity plug, a complete time-
varying velocity profile containing all velocity com-
ponents,20 including aortic valve morphology,57 have
shown to have an impact on the local hemodynamics.
However, for this model the strong flow momentum
initiated at the kink separation, the long downstream
distance to the CoA, and the narrowing itself will likely
dampen most the upstream flow details provided at the
inlet. The virtual interventions in this study are
examples of dilatations, and hence not intended to
simulate one particular intervention procedure but
rather investigating the potential outcome. Thus, the
clinical challenges were not addressed in the present
work. Nevertheless, an eccentric CoA dilatation may
be plausible if the force distribution from a catheter
balloon expansion could be controlled, e.g., by a tailor-
made balloon where the deformation rate is governed
by the asymmetric properties of balloon wall. The
eccentric/concentric counter-part for the same degree
of dilatation was not investigated in this study. How-
ever, in the experimental work by Kefayati et al.,28 the
eccentric stenoses did not favor TKE reduction to the
same degree as its concentric counter-parts.

This numerical intervention study, of a patient-
specific coarctation, has shown the geometrical impact
on turbulence levels and flow eccentricity. New insights
revealed that for this patient an asymptotic decay of
TKE could be observed in response to more CoA
enlargement, with the most distinct turbulence reduc-
tion at the lowest degrees of stenotic dilatation. These
findings suggest that the interventions may be limited
by the pre-stenotic hypoplastic segments and if further
improvement is motivated, a larger portion of the
vessel needs to be treated. Results further indicated
that the properties of the post-stenotic flow eccentricity
plays an important role in the distal turbulence
response, where the level of flow displacement and
duration of the jet influence the spread and exposure
time of the distal TKE field. The total TKE can give an
indication of the amount of turbulent flow and the
spatiotemporal map of flow eccentricity is a compre-
hensive way of evaluating the asymmetry of the flow,
representing two measurable quantities that could as-
sess CoA severity via MRI measurements. With CFD
simulations an intervention response-map could be
established, which could also include non-measurable
hemodynamic metrics such as WSS, to better predict
the post-treatment outcome. In a combined MRI-CFD
framework, predictions have the possibility to be val-
idated at any therapeutic stage, providing a platform
for improving CoA therapy on a patient-specific level.
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